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Optical amplification in the near-infrared
in gas-filled hollow-core fibers
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We demonstrate efficient optical parametric amplification and generation in a gas-filled hollow-core fiber of
near-infrared pulses, peaked at 1.4 �m wavelength, with 5 �J energy and 45 fs duration at the fiber output.
Numerical simulations confirm that the OPA is phase matched through excitation of higher-order fiber
modes. © 2009 Optical Society of America
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The development of few-cycle laser sources in the
near-infrared (NIR) to mid-infrared (MIR) spectral
region is attracting attention owing to applications in
high-intensity laser-matter interactions [1]. How-
ever, a notable point, which should be considered, is
the lack of available gain media with the required
bandwidth to support lasing and generation of ul-
trashort (less than 50 fs) pulses in the NIR–MIR
range. For this reason NIR–MIR ultrashort pulse
generation schemes are, to date, all based on optical
parametric amplification (OPA) in crystals with
second-order, ��2�, nonlinearity. For example, pulse
energies up to 1 mJ and durations as short as 17 fs at
a 1.4 �m wavelength have been reported using a 60
fs Ti:sapphire (Sa) laser as a pump source [2] and,
more recently, a fiber-based pump scheme has been
demonstrated with 100 kHz repetition rate at 3.4 �m
wavelength [3,4]. A further advantage of the OPA pro-
cess is that if the seed is generated and amplified by
same pump laser the carrier-envelope phase (CEP)
may be passively locked, thus providing a robust and
alignment-free stabilization technique [5].

Recently, MIR generation mediated by the nonlin-
ear Kerr effect was observed in ultrashort laser pulse
filamentation pumped by a Ti:Sa laser source and
seeded at the second-harmonic wavelength [6]. Effi-
cient OPA has also been demonstrated in gas-filled
hollow-core fibers with generation of UV light at the
third-harmonic wavelength of the 800 nm Ti:Sa
pump laser [7]. Gas-filled hollow-core fibers have be-
come a paradigm in the generation of few-cycle
pulses at the back-end of commercial Ti:Sa lasers [8]
as they produce output pulses with excellent mode
quality and a uniform temporal pulse profile across
the transverse direction.

In this Letter, we present results that show for the
first time, to our knowledge, OPA in a gas-filled
hollow-core fiber with the generation of 1–2.5 �m
NIR, 45 fs pulses with a peak wavelength at 1.4 �m
and 5 �J energy. Owing to the particular OPA
scheme used we expect these pulses to have constant
CEP. Phase matching of the OPA process is ensured

by excitation of higher-order modes as also verified
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by numerical evaluation of the phase-matching rela-
tions.

The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1. The
pump pulse was generated by an amplified Ti:Sa la-
ser and had 30 fs duration, 780 nm central wave-
length. A weak nanojoule level second-harmonic seed
pulse is created by frequency doubling the pump
pulse in a 100-�m-thick beta-barium-borate (BBO)
crystal tuned to the optimal phase matching angle
(�30% conversion efficiency). The second harmonic is
then strongly reduced by a dichroic mirror with high
reflectivity at 400 nm. Roughly 1 nJ of the second-
harmonic signal leaks through the mirror and co-
propagates with the pump pulse. The pump and seed
pulses are focused with a 2 m focal length reflective
mirror into a 1-m-long, hollow-core fiber with a
550 �m inner diameter filled with Ar at 1.4 bar. At
�1 m from the capillary input we placed an adjust-
able iris. Closing the iris increases the input pump
beam diameter at the fiber input and also induces
Fresnel diffraction rings: changing these features al-
lows us to effectively change the coupling efficiency to
the various modes of the hollow-core fiber. Finally the
output was focused by an f=30 cm off-axis parabolic
mirror and we then monitored either the spectrum
(Ocean Optics spectrometers, HR4000 and NIR256–
2.5), the spatial profile [InGaAs complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera, Xenics,

Fig. 1. (Color online) Experimental layout. The input
Ti:Sa laser pulse (800 nm, 30 fs, 1.2 mJ) is duplicated in a
100-�m-thick BBO crystal. The fundamental and second-
harmonic pulses are focused with an f=2 m focusing mirror
into the hollow-core fiber (550 �m inner core diameter, 1 m

length).
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XEVA 202], or the temporal profile [with a home-built
second-harmonic frequency-resolved optical gating
(FROG)].

Figure 2 shows the measured spectra under condi-
tions of optimal OPA and NIR pulse generation. The
input 800 nm pulse spectrum, dashed curve in Fig.
2(b), is strongly reshaped and blueshifted toward 700
nm, solid curve in Fig. 2(b). The reason for this
strong blueshift and bandwidth narrowing is most
likely related to both a combination of self-phase
modulation and plasma defocusing or absorption [9].
We also observed a similar spectral reshaping, albeit
with a smaller shift to 750 nm, when removing the
hollow-core fiber and freely focusing in air. The
second-harmonic seed spectrum is shown Fig. 2(a).
The dashed curve shows the input spectrum while
the solid curve shows the amplified and broadened
(by cross-phase modulation from the intense pump
pulse) spectrum at the fiber output. Changing the iris
diameter led to a rather dramatic change in the mea-
sured spectrum and output energy: both decreasing
and increasing the aperture diameter gives a very
strong reduction in the OPA efficiency and the spec-
trum quickly returns to be very similar to that mea-
sured at the input. An optimal aperture of 1.5 mm
was found to give an amplified second-harmonic seed
energy of 6 �J with a gain factor of 6000.

Finally, Fig. 2(c) shows the NIR spectra. The solid
curve shows the spectrum for the optimal conditions
described above, corresponding to a total NIR energy
of 5 �J, measured after a 3.2-mm-thick silicon filter
so as to block the pump and seed pulses. This energy
was also optimized by changing the Ar gas pressure.
Lower pressures led to a fast decrease in the OPA ef-
ficiency, whereas increasing the pressure above 1.4
bar led to similar, yet slowly decreasing, NIR ener-
gies. We note that we also tried to seed the OPA pro-
cess with the full available second-harmonic energy,
i.e., �100 �J, which was redirected into the hollow-
core fiber after a delay stage and focused with a sepa-
rate f=2 m focal length mirror. Even after careful op-
timization of the delay between the pump and seed
pulses, the total NIR energy only increased to 6 �J.
This result would seem to imply that the OPA process
is already close to saturation with the 1 nJ seed. Fur-
thermore, we note that with the two-arm setup, a de-
lay variation of less than 30 fs was sufficient to com-
pletely suppress all parametric effects. However, the

Fig. 2. (Color online) Measured spectra. (a) Dashed curve,
input second-harmonic seed spectrum; solid curve, output
amplified seed spectrum. (b) Dashed curve, input pump
spectrum; solid curve, output pump spectrum. (c) Solid
curve, NIR spectrum with 1 nJ seed; dashed curve, calcu-
lated NIR spectrum starting from the output spectra in (a)

and (b).
simpler one-arm case shown in Fig. 1 did not require
a delay stage in order to adjust the relative delay
with the pump pulse, and the pulses were automati-
cally synchronized inside the fiber. This is a rather
surprising result, considering the fact that propaga-
tion in air after the focusing mirror should separate
the pump and second-harmonic pulses by more than
a pulse width. The reason for the spontaneous syn-
chronization of the two pulses is still not fully clear
but may be related to pulse lengthening due to chirp
and possibly to dispersion effects in the dichroic mir-
ror coating. The dashed curve in Fig. 2(c) corresponds
to the spectrum calculated by taking all the possible
four-wave-mixing combinations, �NIR=�i+�j−�k,
where �NIR is the NIR frequency and �i,j,k are fre-
quencies taken within the pump and second-
harmonic spectra as measured at the fiber output. As
can be seen this calculation is able to reproduce both
a relatively precise spectral peak wavelength and
spectral shape. This supports the origin of the NIR
pulse as due to OPA mediated by four-wave-mixing.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the NIR pulse mea-
sured and retrieved spectrograms, respectively, ob-
tained by second-harmonic FROG and Fig. 3(c) shows
the retrieved the temporal intensity profile and the
instantaneous frequency variation ���� (solid
curves). The FWHM is found to be 82 fs. Accounting
for the dispersion-induced pulse lengthening in the
silicon filter, this corresponds to a 45 fs pulse at the
hollow-core fiber output. The dashed curve is the
Fourier transform of the total measured spectrum
shown in Fig. 2(c) assuming a flat phase, indicating
that the OPA process is capable of generating 10 fs
FWHM pulses. Figure 3(d) shows the near-field in-
tensity profile of the NIR pulse measured with an
InGaAs CMOS camera. The pulse has a central peak

Fig. 3. (Color online) NIR temporal and spatial profiles.
(a) and (b) are the measured and retrieved FROG spectro-
grams, respectively, in logarithmic scale (three decades). (c)
Solid curves, retrieved temporal intensity and instanta-
neous frequency change ���� with a FWHM of 82 fs (FROG
error 0.8%); dashed curve, Fourier transform of the spec-
trum in Fig. 2(c) with a FWHM of 10 fs. (d) is the spatial
near-field profile of the NIR pulse, in logarithmic scale

(three decades).
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surrounded by a weaker ring, indicating that most of
the NIR energy is concentrated in the fiber second-
order mode. This higher mode is due to the fact that
four-wave mixing is not phase matched if all the
pulses are in the fiber lowest-order mode. On the con-
trary it is possible to find phase-matching conditions
that give efficient OPA by exciting (with an appropri-
ate input iris aperture) higher-order modes.

We verify this assertion by analytically estimating
the optimal phase-matching conditions inside the fi-
ber, i.e., by evaluating the four-wave-mixing coher-
ence length �c=� / ����. The phase mismatch ���� is a
function of gas pressure �P�, interacting wavelengths
���, and hollow-core fiber radius �a�,

�� = 2�pump − �seed − �NIR. �1�

The fiber-mode wave vector is [10]

� =
2�n��,P�

�
�1 −

1

2�um,n�n��,P�

2�a �2� , �2�

where um,n is the nth root of the mth Bessel function,
Jm�um,n�=0, and n�� ,P� is the pressure-dependent re-
fractive index of argon [11]. Figure 4(a) shows the co-
herence length for a fixed capillary radius a
=225 �m and varying gas pressure for three different
mode combinations �p ,q ,r� where p, q, and r are the
mode orders of the fundamental, seed, and NIR sig-
nal, respectively. These curves allow us to predict ef-
ficient phase matching (i.e., the coherence length is

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Analytically evaluated coherence
length for varying argon gas pressure. The three shaded ar-
eas show the coherence length for different combinations
�p ,q ,r� where p, q, and r, are the mode orders of the fun-
damental, seed and NIR signal, respectively. The dashed
curves gives the intersection at the experimentally opti-
mized pressure of 1.4 bar, indicating expected NIR maxima
at �1.3, �1.4, and �1.7 �m. (b) The measured far-field dis-

tribution of the NIR mode.
longer than the fiber length) for wavelengths at �1.3,
�1.4, and �1.7 �m, in close agreement with the
peaks in the experimentally measured spectrum [see
Fig. 2(c)]. The important feature here is that the
phase matching is ensured through the interaction of
higher order modes. As a further confirmation of mul-
timodal propagation and interaction within the fiber
we measured the NIR spatial far-field profile, Fig.
4(b). This shows a clear ring-type shape in keeping
with a Bessel-like higher order fiber mode.

In conclusion we have demonstrated efficient OPA
in an Ar-filled hollow-core fiber and generation of
ultrashort NIR pulses in a setup that is extremely
simple. The NIR pulses may either be used directly
for nonlinear laser pulse–matter interactions or they
may be used as a high-energy seed for improved con-
trast in ��2� parametric amplification schemes. Fi-
nally we note that the four-wave-mixing process in-
volved in the OPA is expected to lead to CEP stable
pulses [6], a further feature of great importance for
applications in extreme nonlinear optics.
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